Engineering Handbook for Sight Glass
Applications

New Videos

L.J. Star's Sight Glass Application Handbook is a convenient reference
designed for sight glass users at all levels of experience. Download
this 20-page resource for a comprehensive overview of sight glasses
for chemical and pharmaceutical processes, including types of glass,
construction, lighting options, installation and maintenance.
Request handbook

Products
Video: Demonstration of
World's Brightest Sight
Glass Light

Put Your Process in the Spotlight
World's brightest sight glass light! The new LumiStar3000™ sight
glass light is 4X brighter than a typical light, giving an unprecedented
view of processes–even in large vessels. Up to 50,000 hrs of
maintenance-free operation.
Learn more

See how the LumiStar3000™ LED light
delivers 3,000 lumens to provide a
clearer view of your processes.
Watch now

See a Clear, Hygienic View of Flow
With its unique O-ring seal design that minimizes traps where
bacteria can build up, this sterile sight flow indicator meets
ASME/BPE, USP Class VI and FDA standards. Armored housing
protects the glass from impact and pipe stress.
Learn more

Rugged Teflon®-Lined Sight Flow Indicator
Get a clear view of highly corrosive chemical processes even at high
pressures and at temperatures up to 500°F. Teflon lining withstands
harsh chemicals and solvents known to react with metal.
Learn more

Video: Explore
Applications for Metaglas®
Sight Glasses
Learn how Metaglas sight glasses
provide peace of mind, no matter what
lies behind them.
Read more

Sanitary Fittings Make Precise Connections
Get quick, easy access to joints for cleaning and inspection without
sacrificing safety. This line of hygienic clamps is specially designed
for the pharmaceutical and biotech industries where cleanliness is
paramount.
Learn more

About L.J. Star
L.J. Star Inc. is a supplier of sight
glasses, lights, sanitary fittings and
level gage instrumentation. Its
Metaglas® meets stringent quality
standards, including USP Type 1,
DIN 7079 and DIN 7080.

Fun!
Movie Trivia
Which of the following movie facts are not true?
Rather than use computer-graphic special effects, director of Charlie & The
Chocolate Factory Tim Burton had 40 real squirrels trained to crack nuts.
In Lord of the Rings: Return of the King, actor Elijah Wood used Alka Seltzer tablets
to foam at the mouth after the giant spider Shelob stung him.
The director of Cannibal Holocaust faced a life sentence until he could to prove to a
court that his actors didn't actually get killed during the movie.
See answer.

Brain Teaser
Someone stole a diamond from a hotel safe during a hypnotist convention. Police narrowed
the suspects to the only five attendees who had access to the safe. As it happened, all of
the suspects had been hypnotized to tell one lie. This is what they told the detective:
Angela: it wasn't Emily; it was Bob.
Bob: it wasn't Chuck; it wasn't Emily.
Chuck: it was Emily; it wasn't Angela.
Doug: it was Chuck; it was Bob.
Emily: it was Doug; it wasn't Angela.
Each suspect told exactly one lie. Who is the thief?
See answer.
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